Frontier Leather Pants Pattern...................... #Pattern-74
Sizes 4 through 14 shown. Easily assembled from two
medium weight leather hides. Optional fringe on outside
seams is illustrated.
#Pattern-74
Boy’s Frontier Leather
$8.99
Plains Indian Leather Dress Pattern............. #Pattern-75
Traditional three hide dress of the Plains Indians, both
primitive and tailored styles are illustrated. Decorated for best
dress, or worn plain, for everyday use. Long sleeve fringe
and cut edges optional.
#Pattern-75
Plains Indian Leather Dress
$8.99
Boy’s Leggings and Breechclout Pattern..... #Pattern-72
Leather, wool trade cloth, medium weight blanketing, or
flannel may be used. Optional flared legs and fringe on side.
#Pattern-72
Boy’s Leggings & Breechclout
$8.99

#Pattern-51
Classic Fur Hat
$8.99

#Pattern-50
Frontier Fur Hat
$8.99

#Pattern-76
Indian Cloth
Dress
$8.99

#Pattern-96
Leather
Accessories
$8.99

#Pattern-75
Plains Indian
Dress
$8.99

#Pattern-74
#Pattern-72
#Pattern-65
Boy’s Leather
Boy’s
Boy’s Indian War
Pants
Breechclout &
Shirt
$8.99
Leggings
$8.99
$8.99

Boy’s Authentic American Shirt Pattern....... #Pattern-67
Includes sizes 14 and smaller. This square cut shirt was
commonly worn for nearly 200 years. Options include: ascot
tie, ruffled stock, ruffled insert. Use light weight linen, calico,
or stripes.
#Pattern-67
Boy’s American Shirt
$8.99
Boy’s Drop Sleeve Shirt Pattern.................... #Pattern-66
This was the standard shirt of the late 1700’s and early
1800’s. Use calico, muslin, linen, or wool. Use two buttons.
#Pattern-66
Boy’s Drop Sleeve Shirt
$8.95
Boy’s Indian “War Shirt” Pattern................... #Pattern-65
Plain or decorated, this handsome leather shirt will be the
pride and joy of your youngster. Several possible variations
are shown.
#Pattern-65
Boy’s Indian War Shirt
$8.99

Child’s Blanket Capote Pattern...............................#Pattern-91
Sizes Small (4-6) through Large (12-14) are included. This small
coat can be made of any medium or heavy blanketing. A six point
Hudson’s Bay blanket, is large enough to make an adult capote,
and a matching child’s capote. Shown on previous page.
#Pattern-91
Child’s Blanket Capote
$8.99
Girl’s Leather Indian Dress Pattern.........................#Pattern-77
This three hide dress is a typical Plains Indian style, and may be
decorated with fringe, shells, beads, quills, or ribbons.
#Pattern-77
Girl’s Leather Indian Dress
$8.99
#Pattern-67
#Pattern-66
Boy’s American Boy’s Drop Sleeve
Shirt
Shirt
$8.99
$8.99

#Pattern-77
Girl’s Leather
Dress
$8.99

#Pattern-78
Girl’s Cloth
Dress
$8.99

Classic Fur Hat Pattern.........................................#Pattern-51
This fur hat makes a fine addition to traditional primitive attire.
Pattern shows proper method of attaching leather liner, optional
sweat band, and directions for attaching face, paws, and tall.
#Pattern-51
Classic Fur Hat
$8.99
Frontier Fur Hat Pattern........................................#Pattern-50
This primitive fur hat is patterned after those drawn by Bodmer
during his visit to the Fur Trade during the early 1800’s. Includes
“working with leather and fur” guide to simplify assembly.
#Pattern-50
Frontier Fur Hat
$8.99

#Pattern-81
High Top Moccasin
$8.99

#Pattern-80
Low Top Moccasins
$8.99

Plains Indian Cloth Dress Pattern..................... #Pattern-76
Sizes 8 through 20 illustrated. When decorated, this is the
classic “ribbon dress”. Three neckline and two sleeve variations shown.
#Pattern-76
Plains Indian Cloth Dress
$8.99
Woman’s Leather Accessories Pattern............ #Pattern-96
Includes an awl case, fringed bag, knife sheath, mirror pouch,
ration card bag, tobacco pouch, scissors pouch and side fringe
pouch. These authentic accessories illustrate the daily lives of
early Indian women.
#Pattern-96
Woman’s Leather Accessories
$8.99
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Girl’s Cloth Indian Dress Pattern............................ #Pattern-78
Light weight cotton calico, solids, or stripes might be worn for
everyday use, with red and blue trade cloth (broadcloth) reserved
for best dress occasions. Neckline and sleeve variations shown.
#Pattern-78
Girl’s Cloth Indian Dress
$8.99
Plains Indian High Top Moccasin...................#Pattern-81 or 82
Women’s sizes 5 - 10, and Men’s sizes 7 - 12. Regular and Winter
(fur) designs are shown. In child’s sizes 4 through 13 and 1 through
6. Two piece construction.
#Pattern-81
Plains Indian High Top Moccasins
$8.99
#Pattern-82
Children’s Moccasins
$8.99
Low Top Moccasin.................................................... #Pattern-80
Two piece style, hard or soft sole, with tongue and decorating
variations. “Working with leather” tips help make footwear fun.
#Pattern-80
Low Top Moccasins
$8.99

